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A Thousand Mile Walk to the Gulf 2021-02-11 in early march 1867 muir
was injured while working at a wagon wheels factory a tool he was
using slipped and struck him in the eye this accident changed the
course of his life he was confined to a darkened room for six weeks
worried he d lost his sight forever when he did recover the world
looked completely different and life had taken on a new meaning for
him muir later said this affliction has driven me to the sweet fields
god has to nearly kill us sometimes to teach us lessons from that
point on he determined to be true to myself and follow his dream of
exploring and studying plants a thousand mile walk to the gulf
recounts muir s walk of approximately 1 000 miles 1 600 km from
indiana to florida he did not follow a specific route only going by
the wildest leafiest and least trodden way i could find this journal
is the earliest of muir s writings and autobiographically bridges the
period between the story of my boyhood and youth and my first summer
in the sierra john muir 1838 1914 was a scottish american author and
naturalist who is traditionally considered to be the father of the
national parks born in dunbar east lothian he spent his childhood
exploring the area and that is where his love of nature first bloomed
in 1849 his family emigrated to portage wisconsin for religious



reasons at 22 he joined the university of wisconsin madison from which
he never graduated as he preferred to take a multitude of different
classes in the variety of subjects he was interested him such as
chemistry botany and geology in 1866 whilst working at an indianapolis
wagon wheel factory he got into a serious accident and almost lost his
sight when he recovered he decided to follow his dreams and explore
nature in september 1867 he walked from kentucky to florida later
describing the trip in his a thousand mile walk to the gulf in 1868 he
boarded a ship to cuba then later on sailed to new york city from
whence he travelled to california from there he decided to visit
yosemite which he had long read about he was one of the first to infer
that the landscape there must have been formed by glaciers a widely
disputed theory at the time muir wrote countless essays books and
letters recounting his adventures out in nature especially in the
sierra nevada which have been read by millions he played a vital role
in the preservation of natural areas and the creations of yosemite and
sequoia national park amongst many others
Thousand-mile Walk to the Gulf 1901 the world we are told was made
especially for man a presumption not supported by all the facts
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf: Illustrated 2018-03-07 john muir



earth planet universe these words are written on the inside cover of
the notebook from which the contents of this volume have been taken
they reflect the mood in which the late author and explorer undertook
his thousand mile walk to the gulf of mexico a half century ago no
less does this refreshingly cosmopolitan address which might have
startled any finder of the book reveal the temper and the
comprehensiveness of mr muir s mind he never was and never could be a
parochial student of nature
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf (Annotated) 2016-01-21 a poignant
candid chronicle of a beloved nature writer s fifty year relationship
with an iconic american landscape those who have encountered cape cod
or merely dipped into an account of its rich history know that it is a
singular place robert finch writes of its beaches no other place i
know sears the heart with such a constant juxtaposition of pleasure
and pain of beauty being born and destroyed in the same moment and
nowhere within its borders is this truth more vivid and dramatic than
along the forty miles of atlantic coast what finch has always known as
the outer beach the essays here represent nearly fifty years and a
cumulative thousand miles of walking along the storied edge of the
cape s legendary arm finch considers evidence of nature s fury



shipwrecks beached whales towering natural edifices ferocious seaside
blizzards and he ponders everyday human interactions conducted in its
environment with equal curiosity wit and insight taking a weeks old
puppy for his first beach walk engaging in a nocturnal dance with one
of the cape s fabled lighthouses stumbling unexpectedly upon nude
sunbathers or even encountering out of towners hoping an uber will
fetch them from the other side of a remote dune field throughout these
essays finch pays tribute to the outer beach s impressive literary
legacy meditates on its often tragic history and explores the strange
mutable nature of time near the ocean but lurking behind every
experience and observation both pivotal and quotidian is the essential
question that the beach beckons every one of its pilgrims to confront
how do we accept our brief existence here caught between overwhelming
beauty and merciless indifference finch s affable voice attentive eye
and stirring prose will be cherished by the cape s staunch lifers and
erstwhile visitors alike and strike a resounding chord with anyone who
has been left breathless by the majestic unrelenting beauty of the
shore
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf 2013 john muir earth planet universe
these words are written on the inside cover of the notebook from which



the contents of this volume have been taken they reflect the mood in
which the late author and explorer undertook his thousand mile walk to
the gulf of mexico no less does this refreshingly cosmopolitan address
which might have startled any finder of the book reveal the temper and
the comprehensiveness of mr muir s mind he never was and never could
be a parochial student of nature in september 1867 muir undertook a
walk of about 1 000 miles 1 600 km from kentucky to florida which he
recounted in his book a thousand mile walk to the gulf he had no
specific route chosen except to go by the wildest leafiest and least
trodden way i could find
The Outer Beach: A Thousand-Mile Walk on Cape Cod's Atlantic Shore
2017-05-09 this carefully crafted ebook john muir s incredible travel
memoirs a thousand mile walk to the gulf my first summer in the sierra
the mountains of california travels in alaska steep trails illustrated
is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of
contents during his numerous travels across the north america john
muir left behind a several travel books and travel reports in
september 1867 muir undertook a walk of about 1 000 miles from indiana
to florida which he recounted in his book a thousand mile walk to the
gulf he had no specific route chosen except to go by the wildest



leafiest and least trodden way i could find upon coming to california
muir immediately left for a visit to yosemite a place he had only read
about his hiking journeys through the mountains valleys forests
andglaciersof sierra are vividly described in books my first summer in
the sierra and the mountains of california muir also made four trips
to alaska and he documented these experiences in books travels in
alaska and the cruise of the corwin steep trails is collection of muir
s papers written during his journeysover a period of twenty nine years
collected by william frederic badè table of contents a thousand mile
walk to the gulf my first summer in the sierra the mountains of
california travels in alaska the cruise of the corwin steep trails
john muir 1838 1914 was a scottish american naturalist author
environmental philosopher and early advocate of preservation of
wilderness in the united states his letters essays and books telling
of his adventures in nature especially in the sierra nevada
mountainsof california have been read by millions his activism helped
to preserve the yosemite valley sequoia national park and other
wilderness areas the sierra club which he founded is a prominent
american conservation organization
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf (Illustrated Edition) 2023-12-28 this



carefully crafted ebook a thousand mile walk to the gulf with original
drawings photographs is formatted for your ereader with a functional
and detailed table of contents during his numerous travels across the
north america john muir left behind a several travel books and travel
reports in september 1867 muir undertook a walk of about 1 000 miles
from indiana to florida which he recounted in his book a thousand mile
walk to the gulf he had no specific route chosen except to go by the
wildest leafiest and least trodden way i could find earlier that year
an accident changed the course of his life when a tool he was using
slipped and struck him in the eye he was confined to a darkened room
for six weeks worried whether he would ever regain his sight when he
did he saw the world and his purpose in a new light muir later wrote
this affliction has driven me to the sweet fields god has to nearly
kill us sometimes to teach us lessons from that point on he determined
to be true to himself and follow his dream of exploration and study of
plants john muir 1838 1914 was a scottish american naturalist author
environmental philosopher and early advocate of preservation of
wilderness in the united states his letters essays and books telling
of his adventures in nature especially in the sierra nevada mountains
of california have been read by millions his activism helped to



preserve the yosemite valley sequoia national park and other
wilderness areas the sierra club which he founded is a prominent
american conservation organization
John Muir's Incredible Travel Memoirs: A Thousand-Mile Walk to the
Gulf, My First Summer in the Sierra, The Mountains of California,
Travels in Alaska, Steep Trails... (Illustrated) 2024-01-09 this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the



preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf (With Original Drawings &
Photographs) 2024-01-09 excerpt from a thousand mile walk to the gulf
john muir about 1870 frontiieee from a photograph by bradley 59
rulofison san francisco cal about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
A Thousand Mile Walk to the Gulf - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-08
john muir earth planet universe these words are written on the inside
cover of the notebook from which the contents of this volume have been
taken they reflect the mood in which the late author and explorer
undertook his thousand mile walk to the gulf of mexico no less does



this refreshingly cosmopolitan address which might have startled any
finder of the book reveal the temper and the comprehensiveness of mr
muir s mind he never was and never could be a parochial student of
nature in september 1867 muir undertook a walk of about 1 000 miles 1
600 km from kentucky to florida which he recounted in his book a
thousand mile walk to the gulf he had no specific route chosen except
to go by the wildest leafiest and least trodden way i could find
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf (Classic Reprint) 2017-10-11 in
september 1867 muir undertook a walk of about 1 000 miles 1 600 km
from kentucky to florida which he recounted in his book a thousand
mile walk to the gulf he had no specific route chosen except to go by
the wildest leafiest and least trodden way i could find john muir
earth planet universe these words are written on the inside cover of
the notebook from which the contents of this volume have been taken
they reflect the mood in which the late author and explorer undertook
his thousand mile walk to the gulf of mexico no less does this
refreshingly cosmopolitan address which might have startled any finder
of the book reveal the temper and the comprehensiveness of mr muir s
mind he never was and never could be a parochial student of nature
A 1000 Mile Walk to the Gulf 2022-11-13 the pampas and andes a



thousand miles walk across south america by nathaniel h bishop
published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction
and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world
literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce
ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high
quality digital format
The Great Outdoors: A 1000 Mile Walk to the Gulf 2019-06-03 reprint of
the original first published in 1881
The Pampas and Andes: A Thousand Miles' Walk Across South America
2023-07-10 this deluxe unabridged reprint legacy edition of john muir
s 1916 a thousand mile walk to the gulf is part study of natural
history part travel guide of the warm southern waters of the gulf of
mexico and shorelines of florida and cuba join the great wanderer muir
as he walks a thousand miles to the atlantic ocean and caribbean as he
describes in vivid language the natural features that he sees and
feels
The Pampas and Andes. A Thousand Miles' Walk Across South America



2024-02-28 this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text
purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original
book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1916
edition excerpt chapter v through florida swamps and forests f the
people of the states that i have now passed i best like the georgians
they have charming manners and their dwellings are mostly larger and
better than those of adjacent states however costly or ornamental
their homes or their manners they do not like those of the new
englander appear as the fruits of intense and painful sacrifice and
training but are entirely divested of artificial weights and measures
and seem to pervade and twine about their characters as spontaneous
growths with the durability and charm of living nature in particular
georgians even the commonest have a most charmingly cordial way of
saying to strangers as they proceed on their journey i wish you well
sir the negroes of georgia too are extremely mannerly and polite and
appear always to be delighted to find opportunity for obliging anybody
athens contains many beautiful residences i never before saw so much
about a home that was so evidently done for beauty only although this
is by no means a universal characteristic of georgian homes nearly all
well to do farmers families in georgia and tennessee spin and weave



their own cloth this work is almost all done by the mothers and
daughters and consumes much of their time the traces of war are not
only apparent on the broken fields burnt fences mills and woods
ruthlessly slaughtered but also on the countenances of the people a
few years after a forest has been burned another generation of bright
and happy trees arises in purest freshest vigor only the old trees
wholly or half dead bear marks of the calamity so with the people of
this war field happy unscarred and unclouded youth is growing up
around the aged halfconsumed and fallen
A Thousand-Mile Walk To The Gulf - Legacy Edition 2020-02-04 in
september 1867 muir undertook a walk of about 1 000 miles from indiana
to florida which he recounted in his book a thousand mile walk to the
gulf he had no specific route chosen except to go by the wildest
leafiest and least trodden way i could find earlier that year an
accident changed the course of his life when a tool he was using
slipped and struck him in the eye he was confined to a darkened room
for six weeks worried whether he would ever regain his sight when he
did he saw the world and his purpose in a new light muir later wrote
this affliction has driven me to the sweet fields god has to nearly
kill us sometimes to teach us lessons from that point on he determined



to be true to himself and follow his dream of exploration and study of
plants john muir 1838 1914 was a scottish american naturalist author
environmental philosopher and early advocate of preservation of
wilderness in the united states his letters essays and books telling
of his adventures in nature especially in the sierra nevada mountains
of california have been read by millions his activism helped to
preserve the yosemite valley sequoia national park and other
wilderness areas the sierra club which he founded is a prominent
american conservation organization
The pampas and Andes. A thousand miles' walk across South America 1870
finch is today s best most perceptive cape cod writer in a line
extending all the way back to henry david thoreau christian science
monitor weaving together robert finch s collected writings from over
fifty years and a thousand miles of walking along cape cod s atlantic
coast the outer beach is a poignant candid chronicle of an iconic
american landscape anyone with an appreciation for nature will cherish
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf 2013-09 this is a story of a man who
left his home and family in the early 1800 s and traveled more than
1000 miles over 500 miles on foot to follow his future bride to the
new land of the south the young couple worked hard and acquired much



and their deep enduring love for each other helped them survive the
many trials and heartaches they would face reason young and his bride
julia ann shared many afflictions and trials yet these were
overshadowed by all the peaceful pleasures and joys they had jointly
known during their almost fifty nine years of marriage
A THOUSAND-MILE WALK TO THE GULF (Illustrated Edition) 2017-07-04 in
april 2015 beth and eric jusino laden with backpacks and nerves walked
out of a cathedral in the historic village of le puy france down a
cobblestone street and turned west seventy nine days a thousand miles
two countries two mountain ranges and three pairs of shoes later they
reached the atlantic ocean more than two million pilgrims have walked
the way of saint james a long distance hiking trail familiar to most
americans by its spanish name the camino de santiago each pilgrim has
their own reason for undertaking the journey for the jusinos it was
about taking a break from the relentless pace of modern life and
getting away from all their electronic devices and how hard could it
be beth reasoned to walk twelve to fifteen miles a day especially with
the promise of real beds and local wine every night simple it turned
out to be harder than she thought beth is not an athlete not into
extreme adventures and she insists not a risk taker she didn t speak a



word of french when she set out and her spanish was atrocious but she
can tell a story in walking to the end of the world she shares with
wry humor and infectious enthusiasm the joys and travails of
undertaking such a journey she evocatively describes the terrain and
the route s history her fellow pilgrims and the villages passed and
the unexpected challenges and charms of the experience beth s story is
also about the assurance that an outdoor based boundary stretching
adventure is accessible to even the most unlikely of us in her story
readers will feel that they too can get off their comfortable couches
and do something unexpected and even spectacular walking to the end of
the world is a warm hearted and engaging story about an average couple
going on an adventure together tracing ancient paths first created in
the tenth and eleventh centuries paths that continue to inspire and
reveal surprises to us today in the twenty first
The Outer Beach 2018-06-12 muir was a preservationist and naturalist
his activism helped to preserve the yosemite valley sequoia national
park and other wilderness areas the sierra club which he founded is
now one of the most important conservation organizations in the united
states in early march 1867 muir was injured while working as a sawyer
in a factory that made wagon wheels a tool he was using slipped and



struck him in the eye this accident changed the course of his life he
was confined to a darkened room for six weeks worried whether he d
ever regain his sight when he did he saw the world and his purpose in
a new light writes marquis muir later wrote this affliction has driven
me to the sweet fields god has to nearly kill us sometimes to teach us
lessons from that point on he determined to be true to myself and
follow his dream of exploration and study of plants
The Pampas and Andes 1883 in what became the adventure of a lifetime
intrepid nature writer john mckinney trekked from mexico to oregon
along the edge of california while pioneering the california coastal
trail now the state s official footpath he experienced the bumps and
beauties of california s coast from fighting tent mold and
bushwhacking chaparral thickets to a contemplative hike along the wild
and foggy lost coast between mendocino and humboldt counties
originally published as a walk along land s end this revised and
updated first paperback edition is a spirited ode to california s
variegated coast which beckons with tableaux of pine and palm neon and
stucco and proclaims to all the world the beauty the strength the
profanity and the contradictions of america
I Would Walk a Thousand Miles 2020-12-04 a lot of water passed under



and often over the obsidienne before it was safely home in australia
this is a personal account of that journey from the atlantic through
the panama canal and across the pacific ocean it is a story of one man
s dream and of one woman s determination to help him achieve it
Walking to the End of the World 2018-09-04 following dolphins under my
bed and turtles in our wake comes the third leg of the claytons voyage
two early retirees who decided to live life sailing from place to
place to fulfil their dream told uniquely from the wife s perspective
sandra clayton was initially a reluctant sailor but became a keen
yachtswoman by the end of the first book when the couple sailed from
the uk to the mediterranean in this installment she describes their
transatlantic crossing from gibraltar via the atlantic islands to the
caribbean and ending up in fort lauderdale sandra s previous two books
have attracted a loyal and growing readership both in the uk and the
us no doubt due to her engaging writing style a thousand miles from
anywhere is a similarly entertaining travelogue about the claytons
experiences detailing the wonderful places they visited the
fascinating people they met and the humorous situations they got
involved in acclaim for sandra s writing with her eye for detail and
vivid descriptions sandra carries the reader with her yachting life



STORY OF MY BOYHOOD AND YOUTH, AND, A THOUSAND -MILE WALK TO THE GULF.
2019 niewenhuis is a clear eyed observer of the lake and its beautiful
and sometimes ravaged shore a welcome addition to the literature of
the great lakes jerry dennis author the living great lakes in 2009
loreen niewenhuis walked completely around lake michigan this book
chronicles that journey a 1 000 mile walk around the world s fifth
largest lake the book explores both the geology of the lake and the
measure of a person a woman married mother of two sons who joined her
for portions of the walk but most of the walk was done solo an
adventure in discovery of self and place niewenhuis conveys a sense of
the magnitude of the lake she loves a place so elemental to the states
which form its shores from a ground level perspective the book
explores the natural and human history of lake michigan and raises
important questions about preserving our wild places and protecting
fragile ecosystems on which we all depend niewenhuis has lived in
michigan for most of her life her previous writings have been
published in literary journals including the antioch review and
bellevue literary review her short story collection scar tissue was a
finalist in the 2009 flannery o connor award for short fiction
A Thousand-mile Walk to the Gulf 2017-02-09 this carefully crafted



ebook john muir s incredible travel memoirs a thousand mile walk to
the gulf my first summer in the sierra the mountains of california
travels in alaska steep trails illustrated is formatted for your
ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents during his
numerous travels across the north america john muir left behind a
several travel books and travel reports in september 1867 muir
undertook a walk of about 1 000 miles from indiana to florida which he
recounted in his book a thousand mile walk to the gulf he had no
specific route chosen except to go by the wildest leafiest and least
trodden way i could find upon coming to california muir immediately
left for a visit to yosemite a place he had only read about his hiking
journeys through the mountains valleys forests andglaciersof sierra
are vividly described in books my first summer in the sierra and the
mountains of california muir also made four trips to alaska and he
documented these experiences in books travels in alaska and the cruise
of the corwin steep trails is collection of muir s papers written
during his journeysover a period of twenty nine years collected by
william frederic badè table of contents a thousand mile walk to the
gulf my first summer in the sierra the mountains of california travels
in alaska the cruise of the corwin steep trails john muir 1838 1914



was a scottish american naturalist author environmental philosopher
and early advocate of preservation of wilderness in the united states
his letters essays and books telling of his adventures in nature
especially in the sierra nevada mountainsof california have been read
by millions his activism helped to preserve the yosemite valley
sequoia national park and other wilderness areas the sierra club which
he founded is a prominent american conservation organization
Lost Coast 2005-07 is democracy hazardous to the health of the
environment
The Pampas and the Andes 1875 your phone rings in the middle of the
night and you know you re about to hear bad news your father has
suffered a heart attack on his way home from florida the next two
months will take you and your family on an unbelievable rollercoaster
ride of events and emotions your focus and drive become the backbone
of your family s existence but can you do enough to keep him alive can
you get him home to new york this is irene s candid account of the
emotional turmoil she and her family endured during her father s
illness and the strength they drew from their shared beliefs it is a
story that offers encouragement and consolation to others who may face
similar challenges take the journey with the author read 1 000 miles



with dad you ll be glad you did
Eleven Thousand Miles Across the Ocean 2018-06-01 john muir april 21
1838 december 24 1914 also known as john of the mountains and father
of the national parks was an influential scottish american 42
naturalist author environmental philosopher glaciologist and early
advocate for the preservation of wilderness in the united states his
letters essays and books describing his adventures in nature
especially in the sierra nevada have been read by millions his
activism has helped to preserve the yosemite valley sequoia national
park and many other wilderness areas the sierra club which he co
founded is a prominent american conservation organization the 211 mile
340 km john muir trail a hiking trail in the sierra nevada was named
in his honor other such places include muir woods national monument
muir beach john muir college mount muir camp muir muir grove and muir
glacier in scotland the john muir way a 130 mile long route was named
in honor of him in his later life muir devoted most of his time to the
preservation of the western forests as part of the campaign to make
yosemite a national park muir published two landmark articles on
wilderness preservation in the century magazine the treasures of the
yosemite and features of the proposed yosemite national park this



helped support the push for u s congress to pass a bill in 1890
establishing yosemite national park the spiritual quality and
enthusiasm toward nature expressed in his writings has inspired
readers including presidents and congressmen to take action to help
preserve large nature areas
California Serendipity in Desert and High Sierra 2012 unlike some
other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts
we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to
enjoy
A Thousand Miles from Anywhere 2013-03-14 a thousand mile pilgrimage
with martin luther in 2010 andrew wilson and his wife sarah walked in
the footsteps of martin luther re creating his famous pre reformation
pilgrimage from erfurt to rome their trek was well publicized with
coverage in the christian century first things the wall street journal
and books culture they were also interviewed by travel expert rick



steves on his popular radio program as they walked their journey of a
thousand miles over seventy days thousands of readers followed along
on the wilsons blog this engaging narrative brings readers along as
andrew and sarah traverse europe visiting sites such as coburg castle
ulm s münster the alps milan florence and rome their journey provides
a unique window into the history of the protestant reformation and a
creative entryway into the life of luther the book also reflects on
the contemporary ecumenical significance of the events of the
reformation exploring what the changes of the past 500 years mean for
the christian present and future beautifully written and enjoyable to
read here i walk offers a unique combination of firsthand travel
narrative fascinating explorations in history and theological and
spiritual reflection pictures maps and an afterword by sarah hinlicky
wilson are included
A 1,000-mile Walk on the Beach 2011 the pampas and the andes a
thousand miles walk across south america is an unchanged high quality
reprint of the original edition of 1869 hansebooks is editor of the
literature on different topic areas such as research and science
travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres
as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature



many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as
antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes
to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical
knowledge for the future
John Muir's Incredible Travel Memoirs: A Thousand-Mile Walk to the
Gulf, My First Summer in the Sierra, The Mountains of California,
Travels in Alaska, Steep Trails… (Illustrated) 2015-11-28 this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
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